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Abstract

We characterize the set of functions which can be approximated by continuous functions in

the LN norm with respect to almost every weight. This allows to characterize the set of

functions which can be approximated by polynomials or by smooth functions for a wide range

of weights.
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1. Introduction

If I is any compact interval, Weierstrass’ Theorem says that CðIÞ is the largest set
of functions which can be approximated by polynomials in the norm LNðIÞ; if we
identify, as usual, functions which are equal almost everywhere. There are many
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generalizations of this theorem (see e.g. the monographs [L,P], and the references
therein).
Our goal is to study the polynomial approximation of functions with the norm

LNðwÞ defined by

jj f jjLNðwÞ :¼ ess supj f ðxÞjwðxÞ; ð1:1Þ

where w is a weight, i.e. a non-negative measurable function, and we follow the
convention 0 �N ¼ 0: Notice that (1.1) is not the usual definition of the LN norm in
the context of measure theory, although it is the correct one when working with
weights (see e.g. [BO,DMS]).
One of the authors studied this problem in [R1], in the case of bounded weights. In

the current paper we obtain several improvements of the results in [R1], and besides
we manage with general unbounded weights. If w is not bounded, then the
polynomials are not in LNðwÞ; in general. Therefore, it is natural to bear in mind the
problem of approximation by functions in CðRÞ or CNðRÞ: An important tool which
allows to improve the results in [R1] is a lemma (see Lemma 2.4 in Section 2) which
deals with the regularity of functions near the ‘‘worst’’ points of w (in this lemma we
study all bad points simultaneously). Another key idea is using covering lemmas
similar to the ones in harmonic analysis (see Section 3).
Now, let us state the main result. It characterizes the functions which can be

approximated by continuous functions, smooth functions or polynomials. Our
hypothesis about the weight is not restrictive at all: although we have tried, we have
not been able to construct any weight which does not fulfill such condition. We refer
to the definitions in the next section.

Theorem 1.1. Let w be an admissible weight and

H0 :¼f fALNðwÞ : f is continuous to the right at every point of Rþ;

f is continuous to the left at every point of R	;

for each aASþ; ess lim
x-aþ

j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞj wðxÞ ¼ 0;

for each aAS	; ess lim
x-a	

j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞj wðxÞ ¼ 0g:

Then:

(a) The closure of CðRÞ-LNðwÞ in LNðwÞ is H0:
(b) If wALN

locðRÞ; then the closure of CNðRÞ-LNðwÞ in LNðwÞ is also H0:

(c) If supp w is compact and wALNðRÞ; then the closure of the space of polynomials is

H0 as well.
(d) If fAH0-L1ðsuppwÞ; Sþ

1 ,Sþ
2 ,S	

1 ,S	
2 is countable and jSj ¼ 0; then f can be

approximated by functions in CðRÞ with the norm jj � jjLNðwÞ þ jj � jjL1ðsupp wÞ:

If w is not bounded, we can also characterize the completion of smooth functions
and polynomials.
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Theorem 1.2. Let us consider a weight w with compact support. If pw � 0; then the

closure of the space of polynomials in LNðwÞ is f0g: If pw is not identically 0; the

closure of the space of polynomials in LNðwÞ is the set of functions f such that f =pw is

in the closure of the space of polynomials in LNðjpwjwÞ:

The weight jpwjw is bounded (since pwALNðwÞ) and has compact support;
therefore, if jpwjw is admissible, then by Theorem 1.1 we know which is the closure of
the space of polynomials in LNðjpwjwÞ:

Theorem 1.3. Let us consider a weight w such that there exists a minimal function fw

for w: Then the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðwÞ is the set of functions f such that f =fw is in

the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðj fwjwÞ:

The weight j fwjw is locally bounded (since fwALN

locðwÞ); therefore, if j fwjw is

admissible, then by Theorem 1.1 we know which is the closure of CNðRÞ in
LNðj fwjwÞ:
The simultaneous approximation with the norm jj � jjLNðwÞ þ jj � jjL1ðsupp wÞ is an

important tool to deal with the problem of approximation in weighted Sobolev

spaces W k;Nðw0;w1;y;wkÞ: Consequently, Theorem 1.1 is key to characterize the
functions which can be approximated by smooth functions or polynomials, in

W k;Nðw0;w1;y;wkÞ (see [PQRT1,PQRT2]).
The analogue of Weierstrass’ Theorem with the norms W k;pðm0; m1;y; mkÞ (with

1ppoN) can be found in [RARP1,RARP2,R3]; Alvarez et al. [APRR] and
Rodrı́guez and Yakubovich [RY] deal with the case of curves in the complex plane
instead of intervals. The results for p ¼ 2 have important consequences in the study
of Sobolev orthogonal polynomials (see [LP,LPP,R2]).

2. Approximation in LNðwÞ

Let us start with some definitions.

Definition 2.1. A weight w is a measurable function w : R-½0;N: If w is only
defined in ACR; we set w :¼ 0 in R\A:

Definition 2.2. Given a measurable set ACR and a weight w; we define the space
LNðA;wÞ as the space of equivalence classes of measurable functions f : A-R with
respect to the norm

jj f jjLNðA;wÞ :¼ ess sup
xAA

j f ðxÞjwðxÞ:

The main results in this paper can be applied to functions f with complex values,
splitting f into its real and imaginary parts. From now on, if we do not specify the
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set A; we are assuming that A ¼ R; analogously, if we do not make explicit the
weight w; we are assuming that w � 1:

Let A be a measurable subset of R; we always consider the space L1ðAÞ with
respect to the restriction of the Lebesgue measure on A:

Definition 2.3. Given a measurable set A; we define the essential closure of A; as
the set

ess clA :¼ fxAR : jA-ðx 	 d; x þ dÞj40; 8d40g;
where jEj denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set E:

Definition 2.4. If A is a measurable set, f is a function defined on A with real values
and aAess clA; we say that ess limxAA; x-a f ðxÞ ¼ lAR if for every e40 there exists
d40 such that j f ðxÞ 	 ljoe for almost every xAA-ða 	 d; a þ dÞ: In a similar way
we can define ess limxAA; x-a f ðxÞ ¼ N and ess limxAA; x-a f ðxÞ ¼ 	N: We define
the essential superior limit and the essential inferior limit in A as follows:

ess lim sup
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ :¼ inf
d40

ess sup
xAA-ða	d;aþdÞ

f ðxÞ;

ess lim inf
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ :¼ sup
d40

ess inf
xAA-ða	d;aþdÞ

f ðxÞ:

If we do not specify the set A; we are assuming that A ¼ R:

Remarks. (1) The essential superior (or inferior) limit of a function f does not
change if we modify f on a set of zero Lebesgue measure.
(2) It is well known that

ess lim sup
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞX ess lim inf
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ;

ess lim
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ l if and only if ess lim sup
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ ess lim inf
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ l:

(3) We impose the condition aAess clA in order to have the unicity of the essential
limit. If aeess clA; then every real number is an essential limit for any function f :

Definition 2.5. Given a weight w; the support of w; denoted by suppw; is the
complement of the greatest open set GCR with w ¼ 0 a.e. on G:

It is clear that supp w ¼ ess clfxAR : wðxÞ40g: It is also clear that LNðwÞ ¼
LNðsuppw;wÞ: Since obviously ess clðess clAÞ ¼ ess clA and supp w ¼
ess clfxAR : wðxÞ40g; it follows that supp w ¼ ess clðsupp wÞ: This fact allows to
state the following definition.
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Definition 2.6. Given a weight w we say that aAsupp w is a singularity of w (or
singular for w) if

ess lim inf
xAsupp w; x-a

wðxÞ ¼ 0:

* We say that a singularity a of w is of type 1 if ess limx-a wðxÞ ¼ 0:
* We say that a singularity a of w is of type 2 if 0oess lim supx-a wðxÞoN:
* We say that a singularity a of w is of type 3 if ess lim supx-a wðxÞ ¼ N:
* We denote by S and Si ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; respectively, the set of singularities of w and
the set of singularities of w of type i:

* We say that aASþ
i (respectively aAS	

i Þ if a verifies the property in the definition of

Si when we take the limit as x-aþ (respectively x-a	). We define Sþ :¼
Sþ
1 ,Sþ

2 ,Sþ
3 and S	 :¼ S	

1 ,S	
2 ,S	

3 :

Remark. The sets S and S3 are closed subsets of supp w:

The current definition of singular point is much more restrictive than the one in
[R1]. Consequently, the set of singular points is smaller than in [R1] (recall that
SDsupp w; this does not hold with the definition in [R1]): if we consider, for
example, a Cantor set CC½0; 1 of positive length and take w as the characteristic

function of C; we have S ¼ |; however, with the definition of [R1], the set of singular
points would be R: This fact is crucial, since singular points make our work more
difficult.

Definition 2.7. Given a weight w; we define the right regular and left regular points of
w; respectively, as

Rþ :¼ faAsupp w : ess lim inf
xAsupp w; x-aþ

wðxÞ40g;

R	 :¼ faAsupp w : ess lim inf
xAsupp w; x-a	

wðxÞ40g:

Remark. Notice that Rþ,Sþ
1 ,Sþ

2 ,Sþ
3 ¼ suppw ¼ R	,S	

1 ,S	
2 ,S	

3 :

Definition 2.8. Given a weight w and e40; we define Ae :¼ fxAsupp w: wðxÞXeg
and Ac

e :¼ supp w\Ae:

We collect here some useful technical results which were proved in [R1].

Lemma A (Rodrı́guez [R1, Lemma 2.4]). If A is a measurable set, we have:

(1) ess clA is a closed set contained in %A:
(2) jA\ess clAj ¼ 0:
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(3) If f is a measurable function in A,ess clA; aAess clA and there exists

ess limxAess cl A; x-a f ðxÞ; then there exists ess limxAA; x-a f ðxÞ and

ess lim
xAA; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ ess lim
xAess cl A; x-a

f ðxÞ:

(4) If jAj40 and f is a continuous function in R we have

jj f jjLNðAÞ ¼ sup
xAess cl A

j f ðxÞj:

Lemma B (Rodrı́guez [R1, Lemma 2.2]). Let us consider a weight w and aAS1: Then,
every function f in the closure of CðRÞ-LNðwÞ with the norm LNðwÞ verifies

ess lim
xAsupp w; x-a

f ðxÞwðxÞ ¼ 0:

Remark. A similar result is true if aASþ
1 or aAS	

1 :

Lemma C (Rodrı́guez [R1, Lemma 2.6]). Let us consider a weight w and aAS: Then,
every function f in the closure of CðRÞ-LNðwÞ with the norm LNðwÞ verifies

inf
e40

ess lim sup
xAAc

e ; x-a

j f ðxÞj wðxÞ
 !

¼ 0:

Lemma D (Rodrı́guez [R1, Lemma 2.7]). Let us consider a weight w and aAS1: If

inf
e40

ess lim sup
xAAc

e ; x-a

j f ðxÞj wðxÞ
 !

¼ 0;

then we have ess limxAsupp w;x-a f ðxÞ wðxÞ ¼ 0:

Remark. A similar result is true if aASþ
1 or aAS	

1 :

Lemmas B–D were proved in [R1] with x in some interval, instead of xAsupp w:
However the same proof is still valid.
Next, let us prove some technical lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let us consider a weight w and aAsupp w: If ess lim supxAsupp w; x-a

wðxÞ ¼ lAð0;N; then for every function f in the closure of CðRÞ-LNðwÞ with the
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norm LNðwÞ; we have that

ess lim
xAAe; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ; for every 0oeol:

Furthermore fA
T

e40 Cðess clAeÞ; in particular, f is continuous to the right at each

point of Rþ and continuous to the left at each point of R	:

Remark. Notice that the functions in LNðwÞ are defined in suppw; therefore, the
continuity is referred to this set. Recall that we identify functions which are equal
almost everywhere.

Proof. We have for every d40

ess sup
xAsupp w -ða	d;aþdÞ

wðxÞXl40;

and then

jfxAsupp w-ða 	 d; a þ dÞ: wðxÞXegj40;

for every d40 and 0oeol: This implies that a belongs to ess clAe; for every 0oeol:
If gACðRÞ-LNðwÞ; 0oeol and d40; we have

ejjgjjLNðAe-½a	d;aþdÞpjjgjjLNðAe-½a	d;aþd;wÞ:

Since ess clðAe-½a 	 d; a þ dÞ is a compact set and gACðRÞ; Lemma A(4) gives
e � max

xAess clðAe-½a	d;aþdÞ
jgðxÞjpjjgjjLNðAe-½a	d;aþd;wÞ:

Consequently, if fgngCCðRÞ-LNðwÞ converges to f in LNðwÞ; then fgng converges
to f uniformly in ess clðAe-½a 	 d; a þ dÞ and fACðess clðAe-½a 	 d; a þ dÞÞ for
every d40: Therefore fACðess clAeÞ for every e40: This fact and Lemma A(3) give
that, for 0oeol; there exists

ess lim
xAAe; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ ess lim
xAess cl Ae; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ lim
xAess cl Ae; x-a

f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ:

If yARþ; then there exists e; d40 with ess infxAsupp w -ðy;yþdÞ wðxÞXe; and

consequently supp w-½y; y þ dDess clAe: This fact and fACðess clAeÞ give that f

is continuous to the right at y: If yAR	; a similar argument allows us to conclude
that f is continuous to the left at y:

Definition 2.9. We say that a function g preserves the continuity of f if g is continuous
to the right at every point in which f is continuous to the right, and g is continuous
to the left at every point in which f is continuous to the left.

It is obvious that if g preserves the continuity of f ; then g is continuous at every
point in which f is continuous.
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Lemma 2.2. Let us consider a weight w: Assume that aASþ
1 and aAða;NÞ\S: Then,

for any fixed Z40 and fACðsupp w\SÞ-LNðwÞ with

inf
e40

ess lim sup
xAAc

e ; x-aþ
j f ðxÞj wðxÞ

 !
¼ 0;

there exist bAða; a þ 1Þ\S and a function gALNðwÞ-Cð½a; bÞ; preserving the

continuity of f ; such that g ¼ f in supp w\½a; bÞ; jj f 	 gjjLNðwÞoZ (and jj f 	
gjjL1ðsupp wÞoZ if fAL1ðsupp wÞÞ: Furthermore, if f is not continuous to the left at a;

g can be chosen with the additional condition gðaÞ ¼ 0 or even gðaÞ ¼ l for any fixed

lAR:

Remark. A similar result is true if aAS	
1 and aAð	N; aÞ\S:

Proof. Since aAða;NÞ\S and ða;NÞ\S is an open set, there exist intervals

½y1n; ynCða; a þ 1=nÞ\S; for each n: We assume first that we can choose

½y1n; ynCsupp w; for every n: Choosing yn smaller if it is necessary, we can assume

that there exist en40 with ½y1n; yn þ enCsupp w-ðða; a þ 1=nÞ\SÞ; for every n; this

fact and the last statement of Lemma 2.1 give that fACð½y1n; yn þ enÞ:
Let us assume that f ðynÞ40: Consider the convex hull C of the set

fðx; yÞAR2: xA½y1n; yn and yXf ðxÞg: Since fACð½y1n; ynÞ; we have that qC\ðfx ¼
y1n; y4f ðy1nÞg,fx ¼ yn; y4f ðynÞgÞ is the graph of a convex function HnACð½y1n; ynÞ
with Hnðy1nÞ ¼ f ðy1nÞ and HnðynÞ ¼ f ðynÞ: Then, we can find a function hnACð½a; ynÞ
with jhnjpj f j and sgn hn ¼ sgn f if hna0 in ½y1n; yn; hnðynÞ ¼ f ðynÞ and hn ¼ 0 in

½a; y1n: If HnðtÞ ¼ 0 for some tA½y1n; ynÞ; we can choose hn ¼ 0 in ½a; t and hn ¼ Hn in

½t; yn; if Hn40 in ½y1n; yn; we can choose hn ¼ 0 in ½a; s (with sA½y1n; ynÞ), hn ¼ Hn in

½t; yn (with tAðs; ynÞ), and hn a straight line in ½s; t:
If f ðynÞo0; we can construct hn in a similar way. If f ðynÞ ¼ 0; we can take hn ¼ 0:

If we cannot find ½y1n; ynCsupp w; for every n; then there exist intervals

ðyn; znÞCða; a þ 1=nÞ\suppw; for each n; since ða; a þ 1=nÞ\supp w is an open set.

Furthermore, we can choose ynAsupp w for every n; since aASþ
1 :We define hn :¼ 0 in

½a; yn:
Let us define now the function fn as

fnðxÞ :¼
hnðxÞ if xA½a; yn;
f ðxÞ if xAsupp w\½a; yn:

�

Let us remark that fn is continuous in ½a; yn and preserves the continuity of f ; except
perhaps at x ¼ a:
Notice that j fnjpj f j and sgn fn ¼ sgn f if fna0; in ½a; yn-supp w: Hence

jj f 	 fnjjLNðwÞ ¼ jj f 	 fnjjLNð½a;yn;wÞpjj f jjLNð½a;yn;wÞ;
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and this last expression goes to 0 as n-N; since ess limxAsupp w; x-aþf ðxÞ wðxÞ ¼ 0;

as a consequence of the remark to Lemma D. If fAL1ðsuppwÞ; we also have
jj f 	 fnjjL1ðsupp wÞ ¼ jj f 	 fnjjL1ð½a;yn-supp wÞpjj f jjL1ð½a;yn- supp wÞ;

and this expression goes to 0 as n-N: Notice that fnðaÞ ¼ 0; it is easy to modify fn

in a small right neighborhood of a in order to have fnðaÞ ¼ l; for fixed lAR; since

aASþ
1 : We take l ¼ ess limxAsupp w;x-a	 f ðxÞ if this limit exists; then fn preserves the

continuity of f : This finishes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let us consider a weight w: Assume that aASþ
2 and aAða;NÞ\S: Let us

fix Z40 and fACðsupp w\SÞ-LNðwÞ such that

(a) inf e40 ðess lim supxAAc
e ; x-aþ j f ðxÞj wðxÞÞ ¼ 0;

(b) ess limxAAe; x-aþ f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ; for every e40 small enough.

Then, there exist bAða; a þ 1Þ\S and a function gALNðwÞ-Cð½a; bÞ; preserving the

continuity of f ; with g ¼ f in supp w\ða; bÞ; jj f 	 gjjLNðwÞoZ (and jj f 	 gjjL1ðsupp wÞoZ

if fAL1ðsupp wÞÞ:

Remark. A similar result is true if aAS	
2 and aAð	N; aÞ\S:

Proof. For each natural number n; let us choose en40 with limn-N en ¼ 0 and

ess lim sup
xAAc

en ; x-aþ
j f ðxÞj wðxÞo1

n
:

Let us consider now 0odno1 with limn-N dn ¼ 0 and

ess sup
xAða;aþdnÞ-Ac

en

j f ðxÞj wðxÞo1
n
: ð2:1Þ

We can take dn with the additional property j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞjo1=n for almost every
xAða; a þ dnÞ-Aen

:

Since aAða;NÞ\S and ða;NÞ\S is an open set, there exist intervals ½y1n; ynCða; a þ
dnÞ\S; for each n: We assume first that we can choose ½y1n; ynCsupp w; for every n:
Choosing yn smaller if it is necessary, we can assume that there exist en40 with
½y1n; yn þ enCsupp w-ðða; a þ dnÞ\SÞ; for every n; this fact and the last statement of

Lemma 2.1 give that fACð½y1n; yn þ enÞ:

Let us assume that f ðynÞ4f ðaÞ: We consider the convex hull C of the set

fðx; yÞAR2=xA½y1n; yn and yXf ðxÞg: Since fACð½y1n; ynÞ; we have that qC\ðfx ¼
y1n; y4f ðy1nÞg,fx ¼ yn; y4f ðynÞgÞ is the graph of a convex function HnACð½y1n; ynÞ
with Hnðy1nÞ ¼ f ðy1nÞ and HnðynÞ ¼ f ðynÞ: Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we can
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find a function hnACð½a; ynÞ with jhn 	 f ðaÞjpj f 	 f ðaÞj and sgn ðhn 	 f ðaÞÞ ¼
sgn ð f 	 f ðaÞÞ if hnaf ðaÞ in ½y1n; yn; hnðynÞ ¼ f ðynÞ and hn ¼ f ðaÞ in ½a; y1n:
If f ðynÞof ðaÞ; we can construct hn in a similar way. If f ðynÞ ¼ f ðaÞ; we can take

hn ¼ f ðaÞ:
If we cannot find ½y1n; ynCsupp w; for every n; then there exist intervals

ðyn; znÞCða; a þ 1=nÞ\suppw; for each n; since ða; a þ 1=nÞ\supp w is an open set.

Furthermore, we can choose ynAsupp w for every n; since aASþ
1 : We define hn :¼

f ðaÞ in ½a; yn:
Let us define now the function fn as

fnðxÞ :¼
hnðxÞ if xA½a; yn;
f ðxÞ if xAsupp w\½a; yn:

�

Let us remark that fn is continuous in ½a; yn and preserves the continuity of f :
Notice that j fn 	 f ðaÞjpj f 	 f ðaÞj and sgn ð fn 	 f ðaÞÞ ¼ sgn ð f 	 f ðaÞÞ if

fnaf ðaÞ; in ½a; yn-supp w: Recall that j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞjo1=n for almost every
xA½a; yn-Aen

: Hence

jj f 	 fnjjLNð½a;yn-Aen ;wÞp2jj f 	 f ðaÞjjLNð½a;yn-Aen ;wÞp
2

n
jjwjjLNð½a;ynÞ: ð2:2Þ

Notice that jjwjjLNð½a;ynÞ is uniformly bounded for n large enough, since aASþ
2 :

Inequality (2.1) gives

jj f 	 fnjjLNð½a;yn-Ac
en ;wÞ

p 2jj f 	 f ðaÞjjLNð½a;yn-Ac
en ;wÞ

p 2jj f jjLNð½a;yn-Ac
en ;wÞ

þ 2j f ðaÞjeno
2

n
þ 2j f ðaÞjen:

This inequality and (2.2) give

jj f 	 fnjjLNð½a;yn;wÞo
2

n
þ 2j f ðaÞjen þ

2

n
jjwjjLNð½a;ynÞ:

If fAL1ðsupp wÞ; we also have
jj f 	 fnjjL1ðsupp wÞ ¼ jj f 	 fnjjL1ð½a;yn- supp wÞp2jj f 	 f ðaÞjjL1ð½a;yn- supp wÞ:

This finishes the proof.

Lemma 2.4. Let us consider a weight w; and subsets TþDSþ
\Sþ
1 and T	DS	

\S	
1 : Let

us take fALNðwÞ such that for every aATþ;

(a1) inf e40 ðess lim supxAAc
e ; x-aþ j f ðxÞj wðxÞÞ ¼ 0;

(b1) ess limxAAe; x-aþ f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ ¼ 0; for every e40 small enough, and for every

aAT	;
(a2) inf e40 ðess lim supxAAc

e ; x-a	 j f ðxÞj wðxÞÞ ¼ 0;

(b2) ess limxAAe; x-a	 f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ ¼ 0; for every e40 small enough.

Then, for each Z40; there exists a function gALNðwÞ which preserves the continuity

of f ; is continuous to the right at every point of Tþ and is continuous to the left at every
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point of T	; with jj f 	 gjjLNðwÞpZ (and jj f 	 gjjL1ðsupp wÞpZ if fAL1ðsupp wÞ and

jTþ,T	j ¼ 0Þ: Furthermore, we have g ¼ f ¼ 0 in Tþ,T	:

Remark. If fALNðwÞ; ess limxAAe; x-aþ f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ for every e40 small enough, and
aASþ

3 ; then ess lim supx-aþ wðxÞ ¼ N and ess limxAAe; x-aþ f ðxÞ ¼ 0: A similar

result is true for aAS	
3 :

Notice that this result allows to manage simultaneously every point of Sþ
3 ,S	

3 ; in

opposition to Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, which deal only with one point of Sþ
1 ,S	

1 and

Sþ
2 ,S	

2 :

Proof. The heart of the proof is to modify f in a sequential way; in each step we

obtain a smaller function near the points in Sþ
3 ,S	

3 :

Fix Z40: Conditions (a1) and (b1) give that for any aATþ there exist eþa;1; d
þ
a;140;

such that

j f ðxÞjwðxÞoZ=2; for a:e: xA½a; a þ dþa;1-Ac
eþ

a;1
;

j f ðxÞjoZ=2; for a:e: xA½a; a þ dþa;1-Aeþ
a;1
;

and j f ða þ dþa;1ÞjoZ=2:
In a similar way, for any aAT	; there exist e	a;1; d

	
a;140; such that

j f ðxÞjwðxÞoZ=2; for a:e: xA½a 	 d	a;1; a-Ac
e	

a;1
;

j f ðxÞjoZ=2; for a:e: xA½a 	 d	a;1; a-Ae	
a;1
;

and j f ða 	 d	a;1ÞjoZ=2:
If T1 :¼ fð

S
aATþ ½a; a þ dþa;1Þ,ð

S
aAT	 ½a 	 d	a;1; aÞg-suppw; and T c

1 :¼
supp w\T1; we define

g1ðxÞ :¼
maxfminf f ðxÞ; Z=2g;	Z=2g if xAT1;

f ðxÞ if xAT c
1 :

�

From the definition of dþa;1; d
	
a;1; it follows that g1 preserves the continuity of f : Let us

assume that f is continuous to the right at x; if there exists e40 with ½x; x þ
eÞ-supp wDT1 or ½x; x þ eÞ-supp wDT c

1 ; the result is clear; if there exists e40 with
ðx; x þ eÞ-supp wDTc

1 and xAT1; then j f ðxÞjoZ=2 and g1 ¼ f in ½x; x þ eÞ-suppw

(if x ¼ a þ dþa;1; then j f ðxÞjoZ=2; if x ¼ a; then f ðxÞ ¼ 0); otherwise, there exists a

decreasing sequence fxng converging to x with j f ðxnÞjoZ=2; which implies
j f ðxÞjpZ=2 and, therefore, g1ðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ; on the one hand, if g1ðyÞ ¼ f ðyÞ; then
jg1ðyÞ 	 g1ðxÞj ¼ j f ðyÞ 	 f ðxÞj and on the other hand, there exists e40 with jg1ðyÞ 	
g1ðxÞjoj f ðyÞ 	 f ðxÞj for yA½x; x þ eÞ-suppw if g1ðyÞaf ðyÞ: These facts give
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jg1ðyÞ 	 g1ðxÞjpj f ðyÞ 	 f ðxÞj for yA½x; x þ eÞ-supp w: If f is continuous to the left
at x; the argument is similar.
We also have jg1jpj f j and sgn g1 ¼ sgn f : These facts imply that

jj f 	 g1jjLNðwÞ

¼ max sup
aATþ

jj f 	 g1jjLNð½a;aþdþ
a;1;wÞ

; sup
aAT	

jj f 	 g1jjLNð½a	d	a;1;a;wÞ

� �

¼ max sup
aATþ

jj f 	 g1jjLNð½a;aþdþ
a;1-Ac

eþ
a;1

;wÞ; sup
aAT	

jj f 	 g1jjLNð½a	d	a;1;a-Ac
e	
a;1

; wÞ

( )

pmax sup
aATþ

jj f jjLNð½a;aþdþa;1-Ac

eþ
a;1

; wÞ; sup
aAT	

jj f jjLNð½a	d	a;1;a-Ac
e	
a;1

; wÞ

( )

pZ=2:

We define gn inductively. Conditions (a1) and (b1) give that for any aATþ there

exist 0oeþa;npeþa;n	1; 0odþa;npdþa;n	1; such that

j f ðxÞjwðxÞoZ=2n; for a:e: xA½a; a þ dþa;n-Ac
eþa;n

;

j f ðxÞjoZ=2n; for a:e: xA½a; a þ dþa;n-Aeþa;n ;

and j f ða þ dþa;nÞjoZ=2n:

Conditions (a2) and (b2) give that for any aAT	 there exist 0oe	a;npe	a;n	1;
0od	a;npd	a;n	1; such that

j f ðxÞjwðxÞoZ=2n; for a:e: xA½a 	 d	a;n; a-Ac
e	a;n

;

j f ðxÞjoZ=2n; for a:e: xA½a 	 d	a;n; a-Ae	a;n ;

and j f ða 	 d	a;nÞjoZ=2n:

If Tn :¼ fð
S

aATþ ½a; a þ dþa;nÞ,ð
S

aAT	 ½a 	 d	a;n; aÞg-suppw; and T c
n :¼

supp w\Tn; we can define

gnðxÞ :¼
maxfminfgn	1ðxÞ; Z=2ng;	Z=2ng if xATn;

gn	1ðxÞ if xATc
n :

�

From the definition of dþa;n; d
	
a;n; it follows that gn preserves the continuity

of gn	1 and, in particular, of f : We also have jgnjpjgn	1jpj f j and
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sgn gn ¼ sgn gn	1 ¼ sgn f : These facts imply that

jjgn 	 gn	1jjLNðwÞ

¼ max sup
aATþ

jjgn 	 gn	1jjLNð½a;aþdþa;n;wÞ; sup
aAT	

jjgn 	 gn	1jjLNð½a	d	a;n;a;wÞ

� �

¼ max sup
aATþ

jjgn 	 gn	1jjLNð½a;aþdþa;n-Ac

eþa;n
; wÞ; sup

aAT	
jjgn 	 gn	1jjLNð½a	d	a;n;a-Ac

e	a;n
; wÞ

� �

pmax sup
aATþ

jjgn	1jjLNð½a;aþdþa;n-Ac

eþa;n
; wÞ; sup

aAT	
jjgn	1jjLNð½a	d	a;n;a-Ac

e	a;n
; wÞ

� �
pZ=2n:

Notice that jjgn 	 gn	1jjLNðsupp wÞpZ=2n; since TnDTn	1: Recall that, for any

measurable set ADR; LNðAÞ denotes the standard LN space in A with weight equal
to 1:
Since fjgnðxÞjgn is decreasing in n; and sgn gn ¼ sgn f ; we have that gnðxÞ

converges to some gðxÞ at every xAsupp w: If mon; we obtain that

jjgn 	 gmjjLNðwÞpZ=2n þ?þ Z=2mþ1pZ=2m;

jjgn 	 gmjjLNðsupp wÞpZ=2n þ?þ Z=2mþ1pZ=2m:

Therefore fgng is a Cauchy sequence in LNðwÞ and LNðsupp wÞ; it follows that fgng
converges to g both in LNðwÞ and LNðsupp wÞ:
Then jj f 	 gjjLNðwÞp

P
N

n¼1 Z=2
n ¼ Z and g preserves the continuity of f : If aATþ;

given any e40; we can choose n with Z=2noe; then jgðxÞjpjgnðxÞjpZ=2noe for
every xA½a; a þ dþa;n-supp w: In particular, gðaÞ ¼ 0; and hence g is continuous to

the right at a: A similar argument gives that g ¼ 0 and g is continuous to the left at
every point of T	:

If fAL1ðsupp wÞ; then there exists d40 such that
R

E
j f joZ for every measurable

set EDsupp w with jEjod: If jTþ,T	j ¼ 0; we can choose d	a;1; d
þ
a;1 with the

additional property jT1jod: Then jj f 	 gjjL1ðsupp wÞpjj f jjL1ðT1ÞoZ:

Definition 2.10. A weight w is said to be admissible if aAða;NÞ\S for any

aASþ
1 ,Sþ

2 ; and aAð	N; aÞ\S for any aAS	
1 ,S	

2 :

In order to characterize the functions which can be approximated in LNðwÞ by
continuous functions, our argument requires that w is admissible. This hypothesis is
very weak; in fact, it is difficult to find a non-admissible weight. For a weight to be
non-admissible there must exist a whole interval contained in S: In particular, any
weight with jSj ¼ 0 ( for example, of finite total variation) is admissible. Any weight
which is equal a.e. to a lower semi-continuous function is admissible; in particular, if
there exist pairwise disjoint open intervals fIng with wACðInÞ and jsupp w\

S
n Inj ¼

0; then w is admissible. Next, we give an example of Miguel Jiménez of a non-
admissible weight; we reproduce it with his kind permission.
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Example. Hereby we construct a bounded weight w on ½0; 1; whose support is the
whole interval, with essential inferior limit 0 at every point of the interval of
definition and that is not equal 0 almost everywhere. This example is easily extended
to the real line as a 1-periodic function.

Express the set of rational numbers lying in ð0; 1Þ in form of a sequence frkg;
k ¼ 1; 2;y : Define Yk;n :¼ ðrk 	 1=2nþkþ1; rk þ 1=2nþkþ1Þ-ð0; 1Þ; n ¼ 1; 2;y and

Zn :¼
S

N

k¼1 Yk;n: Then fZngn is a sequence of open sets in ð0; 1Þ; whose lengths
decrease to zero. Define Xn :¼ ½0; 1\Zn: Then fXngn is a sequence of closed sets in

½0; 1 whose lengths increase to 1: Set gn as the characteristic function of the set Xn

and fn :¼
Pn

j¼1 gj=j2:

The following properties can be verified without any trouble: f fngn is an increasing

sequence of positive functions that converges uniformly to a function w on ½0; 1: The
function w is a weight bounded by

P
n 1=n2: The support of fn is the set Xn and since

the lengths of Xn increase to 1; the support of w is ½0; 1: For every n and every

xA½0; 1; the essential inferior limit of fn at x is 0: Since w 	 fnp1=n2 uniformly, the
weight w has this same property at x: Finally neither fn nor w are reduced to 0 almost
everywhere.
Notice that this concept of admissible weights is different from the one in

[APRR,RARP1,RARP2,R1,R2,R3,RY].

Proposition 2.1. If w is an admissible weight, then the closure of CðRÞ-LNðwÞ in

LNðwÞ is

H :¼ fALNðwÞ : f is continuous to the right in every point of Rþ;

(

f is continuous to the left in every point of R	;

for each aASþ; inf
e40

ess lim sup
xAAc

e ; x-aþ
j f ðxÞj wðxÞ

 !
¼ 0 and;

if aeSþ
1 ; ess lim

xAAe; x-aþ
f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ; for any e40 small enough;

for each aAS	; inf
e40

ess lim sup
xAAc

e ; x-a	
j f ðxÞj wðxÞ

 !
¼ 0 and;

if aeS	
1 ; ess lim

xAAe; x-a	
f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ; for any e40 small enough

)
:

If wALN

locðRÞ; then the closure of CNðRÞ-LNðwÞ in LNðwÞ is also H: Besides, if

supp w is compact and wALNðRÞ; then the closure of the polynomials is H as well.

Furthermore, if fAH-L1ðsuppwÞ; Sþ
1 ,Sþ

2 ,S	
1 ,S	

2 is countable and jSj ¼ 0;

then f can be approximated by functions in CðRÞ with the norm jj � jjLNðwÞ þ jj �
jjL1ðsupp wÞ:
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Remark. Recall that we identify functions which are equal almost everywhere.

Proof. Lemmas 2.1 and C give that H contains CðRÞ-LNðwÞ: In order to see that
H is contained in CðRÞ-LNðwÞ; let us fix fAH and e40:

Lemmas 2.2–2.4 are the keys in order to obtain a continuous function which
approximates f ; we only need to paste them in a precise way and in an appropriate
order. Another important ingredient in the proof is a covering lemma (Theorem 3.1)
which is proved in Section 3, in order to make this proof clearer.

If we apply Lemma 2.4 with Tþ :¼ Sþ
3 and T	 :¼ S	

3 ; we obtain a function

g1ALNðwÞ which preserves the continuity of f ; is continuous to the right at every

point of Sþ
3 and is continuous to the left at every point of S	

3 ; with jj f 	
g1jjLNðwÞoe=3 ðand jj f 	 g1jjL1ðsupp wÞoe=3 if fAL1ðsuppwÞ; since jSþ

3 ,S	
3 j ¼ jSj ¼

0Þ: Recall that g1ðaÞ ¼ 0 for every aASþ
3 ,S	

3 :

Since w is admissible, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 give that for each aAS	
3 -ðSþ

1 ,Sþ
2 Þ

there exist baAða; a þ 1Þ\S and a function gaALNðwÞ-Cð½a; baÞ; preserving the
continuity of g1; with ga ¼ g1 in supp w\ða; baÞ; jjg1 	 gajjLNðwÞoe=3: We define in
this case Ua :¼ ða; baÞ: Without loss of generality, we can assume that there are no
points of S3 in Ua; since ess lim supx-aþ wðxÞoN implies that w is essentially
bounded in a right neighborhood of a:

In a similar way, for each aASþ
3 -ðS	

1 ,S	
2 Þ there exist baAða 	 1; aÞ\S and a

function gaALNðwÞ-Cð½ba; aÞ; preserving the continuity of g1; with ga ¼ g1 in
supp w\ðba; aÞ; jjg1 	 gajjLNðwÞoe=3: We define in this case Ua :¼ ðba; aÞ and we also
have S3-Ua ¼ |:
Let us define A :¼ ðS	

3 -ðSþ
1 ,Sþ

2 ÞÞ,ðSþ
3 -ðS	

1 ,S	
2 ÞÞ: Since we have

S3-ð
S

aAA UaÞ ¼ |; we deduce that any Ua intersects at most another neighborhood

Ua (in this case, one of them is a right neighborhood and the another one is a left
neighborhood). Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that fUagaAA are

pairwise disjoint (if this was not so, smaller neighborhoods can be taken). This fact
implies that A is a countable set, and we can write A ¼

S
n an: Then Lemmas 2.2 and

2.3 guarantee that we can choose gan
with jjg1 	 gan

jjL1ðsupp wÞo2
	ne=3 if

fAL1ðsupp wÞ:
We define the function g2 as

g2ðxÞ :¼
gaðxÞ if xAUa for some aAA;

g1ðxÞ in other case:

�

We have that jj f 	 g2jjLNðwÞo2e=3 (and jj f 	 g2jjL1ðsupp wÞo2e=3 if fAL1ðsupp wÞÞ:
It is clear that g2 is continuous in suppw except perhaps at the points of the set

B :¼ ððSþ
1 ,Sþ

2 Þ\S	
3 Þ,ððS	

1 ,S	
2 Þ\Sþ

3 Þ: Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 guarantee that for each
aAB there exist 0or1ðaÞ; r2ðaÞo1 and a function ga such that, if we define Ua :¼
ða 	 r1ðaÞ; a þ r2ðaÞÞ; then gaALNðwÞ-Cð %UaÞ; ga preserves the continuity of g2;
ga ¼ g2 in supp w\Ua; and jjg2 	 gajjLNðwÞoe=6 (if aAB-R	; we take ga ¼ g2 in
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ða 	 r1ðaÞ; aÞ; i.e. g2 remains unchanged on the left-hand side of the left regular

points; if aAB-Rþ; we take ga ¼ g2 in ða; a þ r2ðaÞÞ). Notice that, as in the
construction of g2; we can assume that there are no points of S3 in ða 	 r1ðaÞ; a þ
r2ðaÞÞ:
Next, let us prove that r1ðaÞ and r2ðaÞ can be chosen such that

20=21pr1ðaÞ=r2ðaÞp21=20: This is obvious if r1ðaÞ ¼ r2ðaÞ: Then, without loss of
generality, we can assume that r1ðaÞor2ðaÞ; if a þ r1ðaÞeS; using Lemmas 2.2 and
2.3, we can obtain another approximation ha of g2 in the interval ða 	 r1ðaÞ; a þ
r1ðaÞÞ; if a þ r1ðaÞAS; then a þ r1ðaÞeSþ

3 ,S	
3 ; and there is a point a þ r3ðaÞeS as

close as we want to a þ r1ðaÞ; since w is admissible; then we can obtain another
approximation ha of g2 in the interval ða 	 r1ðaÞ; a þ r3ðaÞÞ:
Since fUagaAB is an open covering of B; Theorem 3.1 in the next section

guarantees that there exists a sequence fangCB such that BC
S

n Uan
; each Uan

intersects at most two Uam
’s, and no Uan

is contained in another Uam
: Consequently,

the intersection of two intervals does not meet another interval, i.e.

Uai
-Uaj

-ð
S

kai; j Uak
Þ ¼ |:

Let us define ½an; bn :¼ %Uan
: Assume that Uai

-Uaj
a|; with aioaj ; then

%Uai
- %Uaj

¼ ½aj; bi and ½aj ;bi-Uak
¼ | for every kai; j: We define the functions

gaj ;ai
ðxÞ :¼ gai ;aj

ðxÞ :¼ bi 	 x

bi 	 aj

gai
ðxÞ þ x 	 aj

bi 	 aj

gaj
ðxÞ:

Notice that gai ;aj
ACð½aj; biÞ and satisfies gai ;aj

ðajÞ ¼ gai
ðajÞ; gai ;aj

ðbiÞ ¼ gaj
ðbiÞ; and

jjgaj ;ai
	 g2jjLNð½aj ;bi ;wÞp

bi 	 x

bi 	 aj

ðgai
ðxÞ 	 g2ðxÞÞ

����
����

����
����
LNð½aj ;bi ;wÞ

þ x 	 aj

bi 	 aj

ðgaj
ðxÞ 	 g2ðxÞÞ

����
����

����
����
LNð½aj ;bi ;wÞ

o
e
3
:

If we define the function g3 as

gðxÞ :¼
g2ðxÞ if xAsuppw\

S
n Uan

;

gai
ðxÞ if xAUai

; xe
S

mai Uam
;

gai ;aj
ðxÞ if xAUai

-Uaj
;

8><
>:

then g3 is a continuous function in supp w; jjg2 	 g3jjLNðwÞpe=3 and jj f 	
g3jjLNðwÞoe:

If fAL1ðsupp wÞ and B is countable, we can obtain also jjg2 	 g3jjL1ðsupp wÞoe=3 (in

the same way that we obtain the L1 approximation for g2), and then jj f 	
g3jjL1ðsupp wÞoe:
It is easy to choose a function gALNðwÞ-CðRÞ with g ¼ g3 in supp w: Let us

define g :¼ g3 in supp w; then gACðsuppwÞ: Since supp w is a closed set, the
complement of suppw is a countable union of pairwise disjoint open intervals
R\supp w ¼

S
n ðan; bnÞ: If ðan; bnÞ is bounded, then an; bnAsuppw; and we define g

in this interval as the function whose graph is the segment joining ðan; g3ðanÞÞ with
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ðbn; g3ðbnÞÞ; if ðan; bnÞ ¼ ð	N; bnÞ for some n; then bnAsupp w; and we define
g :¼ g3ðbnÞ in this interval; if ðan; bnÞ ¼ ðan;NÞ for some n; then anAsuppw;
and we define g :¼ g3ðanÞ in this interval. It is clear that this function is continuous
in R:
If supp w is compact and wALNðRÞ; the closure of the polynomials is H as well, as

a consequence of the classical Weierstrass’ Theorem.
If wALN

locðRÞ; we split R into intervals R ¼
S

nAZ ½2n 	 1; 2n þ 2: For each e40;
there exists gnACNð½2n 	 1; 2n þ 2Þ (in fact, we can take gn as a polynomial) with

jj f 	 gnjjLNð½2n	1;2nþ2;wÞo2
	jnj	2e:

Let us consider a partition of unity ffng satisfying:
P

nAZ fn ¼ 1 in R;

fnj½2n;2nþ1 � 1; 0pfnp1 and fnACN

c ðð2n 	 1; 2n þ 2ÞÞ: Notice that gnfnACN

c ðRÞ;
hence the function g :¼

P
n gnfn belongs to CNðRÞ (since the sum is locally finite)

and satisfies

jj f 	 gjjLNðwÞ ¼ f
X

n

fn 	
X

n

gnfn

�����
�����

�����
�����
LNðwÞ

p
X

n

jjð f 	 gnÞfnjjLNðwÞo
X

n

2	jnj	2eoe:

We can reformulate Proposition 2.1 as follows:

Theorem 2.1. Let w be an admissible weight and

H0 :¼ fALNðwÞ: f is continuous to the right in every point of Rþ;

�
f is continuous to the left in every point of R	;

for each aASþ; ess lim
x-aþ

j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞj wðxÞ ¼ 0;

for each aAS	; ess lim
x-a	

j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞj wðxÞ ¼ 0

�
:

Then:

(a) The closure of CðRÞ-LNðwÞ in LNðwÞ is H0:
(b) If wALN

locðRÞ; then the closure of CNðRÞ-LNðwÞ in LNðwÞ is also H0:

(c) If suppw is compact and wALNðRÞ; then the closure of the polynomials is H0 as

well.
(d) If fAH0-L1ðsuppwÞ; Sþ

1 ,Sþ
2 ,S	

1 ,S	
2 is countable and jSj ¼ 0; then f can be

approximated by functions in CðRÞ with the norm jj � jjLNðwÞ þ jj � jjL1ðsupp wÞ:

This result improves Theorem 2.1 in [R1], since we remove the hypothesis wALN:
Furthermore, the set of singular points is much smaller than in [R1], since SDsuppw

(see the comment after Definition 2.6). Finally, the hypothesis jSj ¼ 0 in [R1] is
replaced by the weaker condition of w to be admissible.
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Proof. We only need to show the equivalence of the following conditions (a) and (b):

(a) for each aASþ;
(a.1) inf e40 ðess lim supxAAc

e ; x-aþ j f ðxÞj wðxÞÞ ¼ 0;

(a.2) if aeSþ
1 ; ess limxAAe; x-aþ f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ; for e40 small enough,

(b) for each aASþ; ess limxAsupp w; x-aþ j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞj wðxÞ ¼ 0:

(It is direct that (b) is equivalent to ess limx-aþ j f ðxÞ 	 f ðaÞj wðxÞ ¼ 0 for each

aASþ; since wðxÞ ¼ 0 for a.e. xesuppw:)
The equivalence of (a) and (b) when aAS	 is similar.
It is clear that (b) implies (a). Hypothesis (a.1) gives that for each Z40; there exist

e; d40 with jj f jjLNð½a;aþd-Ac
e ;wÞoZ=3 and j f ðaÞjeoZ=3: By hypothesis (a.2) we can

choose d with the additional condition jj f 	 f ðaÞjjLNð½a;aþd-Ae;wÞoZ=3: These
inequalities imply

jj f 	 f ðaÞjjLNð½a;aþd;wÞp jj f jjLNð½a;aþd-Ac
e ;wÞ þ j f ðaÞje

þ jj f 	 f ðaÞjjLNð½a;aþd-Ae;wÞoZ:

Now we deal with the approximation by polynomials and smooth functions.

Definition 2.11. Given a weight w with compact support, a polynomial pALNðwÞ is
said to be a minimal polynomial for w if every polynomial in LNðwÞ is a multiple of p:
A minimal polynomial for w is said to be the minimal polynomial for w ðand we
denote it by pwÞ if it is 0 or it is monic.

It is clear that there always exists a minimal polynomial for w (although it can be
0): it is sufficient to consider a polynomial in LNðwÞ of minimal degree. Minimal
polynomials for w are unique except for a constant factor; this fact allows to define
pw:
Let us remark that pw ¼ 0 if and only if the unique polynomial in LNðwÞ is 0:

Theorem 2.2. Let us consider a weight w with compact support. If pw � 0; then the

closure of the space of polynomials in LNðwÞ is f0g: If pw is not identically 0; the

closure of the space of polynomials in LNðwÞ is the set of functions f such that f =pw is

in the closure of the space of polynomials in LNðjpwjwÞ:

Remark. The weight jpwjw is bounded (since pwALNðwÞ) and has compact support.
Then we know which is the closure of the space of polynomials in LNðjpwjwÞ by
Theorem 2.1 (notice that jpwjw is admissible if w is admissible).

Proof. The first statement is clear, since pw ¼ 0 if and only if the unique polynomial
in LNðwÞ is 0:
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We prove now the second statement. First, let us assume that f =pw is in the closure
of the space of polynomials in LNðjpwjwÞ: Let us choose a sequence of polynomials
fqng with jj f =pw 	 qnjjLNðjpwjwÞo1=n: We have that jj f 	 pwqnjjLNðwÞ ¼ jj f =pw 	
qnjjLNðjpwjwÞo1=n: Consequently, f belongs to the closure of the space of polynomials

in LNðwÞ:
Let us assume now that f =pw is not in the closure of the space of polynomials in

LNðjpwjwÞ: Then there exists a constant c40 with jj f =pw 	 pjjLNðjpwjwÞXc for every

polynomial p and, consequently, jj f 	 pwpjjLNðwÞ ¼ jj f =pw 	 pjjLNðjpwjwÞXc for every

polynomial p: Since every polynomial qALNðwÞ can be written as q ¼ pwp for some
polynomial p; we have that f cannot be approximated by polynomials in LNðwÞ:

Definition 2.12. Given a weight w; we define the set T :¼ faAR : ess lim supx-a

wðxÞ ¼ NgCsupp w:

Let us remark that T is a closed set.

Definition 2.13. Given a weight w; a function fwACNðRÞ-LN

locðwÞ is said to be a
minimal function for w if every function fACNðRÞ-LNðwÞ can be written as f ¼
fw g; with gACNðRÞ:

It is clear that minimal functions for w are unique except for a multiplication by a
function in CNðRÞ without zeroes. It is also clear that a minimal function fw verifies
fwðxÞ ¼ 0 if and only if xAT :
Notice that R\T is an open nonvoid set, since the case w � N is excluded; then

there exists some function in CNðRÞ-LNðwÞ: Consequently, it is not possible that fw

be identically zero.
The same proof of Theorem 2.2, using a minimal function instead of the minimal

polynomial, gives the following result.

Theorem 2.3. Let us consider a weight w such that there exists a minimal function fw

for w: Then the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðwÞ is the set of functions f such that f =fw is in

the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðj fwjwÞ:

Remark. The weight j fwjw is locally bounded (since fwALN

locðwÞ). Then we know by
Theorem 2.1, which is the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðj fwjwÞ; if j fwjw is admissible.

In order to use Theorem 2.3 we need a minimal function for w: Let us face the
problem of constructing such a minimal function.

Definition 2.14. Given a weight w; a function fw is said to be a local minimal function

for w at aAT if fwACNðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ-LNðða 	 e; a þ eÞ;wÞ for some e40; and
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every function fACNðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ-LNðða 	 e; a þ eÞ;wÞ can be written as f ¼
fw g; with gACNðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ:

It is clear that fw is a local minimal function for w in a if and only if there exists
e40 such that fw is a minimal function for w wða	e;aþeÞ; where wB denotes the

characteristic function of the set B:

Proposition 2.2. Let us consider a weight w: If T is discrete and for every point aAT

there exists a local minimal function fw;a for w in a; then there exists a minimal function

fw for w with fw ¼ fw;a in a neighborhood of a; for every aAT :

Proof. Since T is closed and discrete, there is no accumulation point of T ; then

T ¼ fangnAL; with L equal to Z; Zþ; or a finite set, and fangnAL is a monotonous

sequence. Let us consider e0n40; the constant appearing in the definition of local
minimal function for fw;an

: There exists 0oenoe0n such that fðan 	 en; an þ enÞgnAL are

pairwise disjoint. Let us consider fnACN

c ððan 	 en; an þ enÞÞ with 0pfnp1 and fn ¼
1 in ðan 	 en=2; an þ en=2Þ; we define also f ¼ 1	

P
nALfn:

We show now that fw ¼ fþ
P

nAL fn fw;an
is a minimal function for w: Notice first

that fw ¼ fw;an
in ðan 	 en=2; an þ en=2Þ; then, fwACNðRÞ-LN

locðwÞ; since

w; fwALN

locðR\
S

nAL ðan 	 en=2; an þ en=2ÞÞ:
Let us consider fACNðRÞ-LNðwÞ: We only need to show that f =fw ¼ f =ðfþP
nALfnfw;an

ÞACNðRÞ: This function is smooth at every point of R\T ; since it is the

quotient of two smooth functions with non-vanishing denominator. Notice that
f =fw ¼ f =fw;an

in ðan 	 en=2; an þ en=2Þ; consequently, f =fw is smooth in an; since fw;an

is a local minimal function for w in an:

Definition 2.15. Given a weight w; we say that aAT has order nAZþ if

ess limx-a; xAsupp w wðxÞjx 	 ajn	1 ¼ N and ess lim supx-a wðxÞjx 	 ajnoN: We

say that aAT has finite order if a has order n for some nAZþ:

Proposition 2.3. Let us consider a weight w and aAT with order n: Then ðx 	 aÞn
is a

local minimal function for w in a:

Proof. First, notice that the condition ess lim supx-a wðxÞjx 	 ajnoN implies that

there exists e40 with ðx 	 aÞnALNðða 	 e; a þ eÞ;wÞ:
We only need to show that for every function fACNðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ-LNðða 	

e; a þ eÞ;wÞ we have that f ðxÞ=ðx 	 aÞnACNðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ:
Since ess lim supx-a j f ðxÞjwðxÞoN and ess limx-a; xAsupp w wðxÞjx 	 ajn	1 ¼ N;

then we have that ess limx-a; xAsupp w f ðxÞ=ðx 	 aÞn	1 ¼ 0:
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As fACNðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ; we have that for every mX0 there exists

lim
x-a

f ðxÞ 	
Pm

k¼0 f ðkÞðaÞðx 	 aÞk=k!

ðx 	 aÞm ¼ f ðmþ1ÞðaÞ
ðm þ 1Þ! :

Then f ðaÞ ¼ f 0ðaÞ ¼ ? ¼ f ðn	1ÞðaÞ ¼ 0; and we have that f ðxÞ=ðx 	 aÞnACN

ðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ: &

Notice that Theorem 2.3 (respectively Theorem 2.2) with Propositions 2.2
and 2.3 give the closure of smooth functions (respectively polynomials) in
LNðwÞ; if every point of T has finite order (in this case we have that T is
discrete).
Our results give that for many unbounded weights the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðwÞ

is not equal to the closure of CðRÞ in LNðwÞ:

Proposition 2.4. Let us consider a weight w such that wALN

locð½a 	 e; aÞ,ða; a þ eÞ
and 1=w is comparable to the modulus of a local minimal function for w in a: Then the

closure of CNðRÞ in LNðwÞ is not equal to the closure of CðRÞ in LNðwÞ:

Remark. If w is comparable to jx 	 aj	n in a neighborhood of a; for some nAZþ;
then 1=w is comparable to the modulus of a local minimal function for w in a (we can

take ðx 	 aÞn as this minimal function, by Proposition 2.3).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 1=w ¼ j fwj in ða 	 e; a þ eÞ;
where fw is a local minimal function for w in a; and that fwACNð½a 	 e; a þ eÞ: Let us
choose a function fACN

c ðða 	 e; a þ eÞÞ with f ¼ 1 in ða 	 e=2; a þ e=2Þ:
We see now that the function

f ðxÞ :¼ fwðxÞfðxÞsin
1

x 	 a

is in the closure of CðRÞ in LNðwÞ and it is not in the closure of CNðRÞ in LNðwÞ:
Since supp fCða 	 e; a þ eÞ; we can assume that w � 0 in R\½a 	 e; a þ e: Hence the
weight w has no singular points, since 1=w ¼ j fwj in ða 	 e; a þ eÞ and fwACNð½a 	
e; a þ eÞ:
It is clear that f is in the closure of CðRÞ in LNðwÞ; since fACðRÞ-LNðwÞ: recall

that T ¼ fag; since wALN

locð½a 	 e; aÞ,ða; a þ eÞ:
The function f =fw is not in the closure of CNðRÞ in LNð1Þ; since it is not

continuous at a: Then Theorem 2.3 gives that f is not in the closure of CNðRÞ in
LNðwÞ: &
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3. The covering lemmas

The following result is a Besicovitch–Vitali-type lemma; this kind of covering
lemma plays an important role in harmonic analysis (see e.g. [G]). The proof of
Lemma 3.1 follows the classical ideas in the proof of this kind of lemma (see e.g. [G,
Chapter 3.2]). However, our situation differs from the standard one: we cover a
possibly unbounded set B by intervals which are not centered at points of B; this is
the reason why we include the details of the proof. Lemma 3.1 is the main tool in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 below.

Lemma 3.1. Let B be a subset of R and M a positive number. For each aAB we are

given an open interval Ua :¼ ða 	 r1ðaÞ; a þ r2ðaÞÞ; with 0or1ðaÞ; r2ðaÞoM and

20=21pr1ðaÞ=r2ðaÞp21=20: Then, one can choose a sequence fangCB such that

BC
S

n Uan
; and fang can be distributed into 42 sequences fan1g; fan2g;y; fan42g such

that for each fixed j we have that fUanj
g are pairwise disjoint.

Remark. The proof of the lemma allows to obtain a constant greater than 21=20; but
in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we only need a constant greater than 1:

Proof. Let us assume that the lemma is true for bounded sets B; with 14 sequences
(instead of 42). If B is not bounded, we can consider the bounded sets Bk :¼
B-½2kM; ð2k þ 2ÞM; for any integer k: Applying the lemma to each Bk; 14
sequences are obtained for each k; since 0or1ðaÞ; r2ðaÞoM; an interval correspond-
ing to k can only intersect intervals corresponding to k 	 1; k and k þ 1: Hence, the
lemma is true with 3 � 14 ¼ 42 sequences. Therefore, without loss of generality, we
can assume that B is bounded.
For each aAB; let us define rðaÞ :¼ minfr1ðaÞ; r2ðaÞg: We choose the

sequence fangCB in the following way: let us consider a1 with

rða1Þ43
4
sup frðaÞ : aABg; if we have chosen a1;y; an; let us consider anþ1 with

rðanþ1Þ43
4
sup frðaÞ: aAB\Ua1,?,Uan

g:
In this way we obtain a sequence fangCB: If this sequence is finite, then

BC
S

n Uan
: If this sequence is infinite, then limn-NrðanÞ ¼ 0: Seeking a contra-

diction, suppose that rðanÞ4a40 for every n:We define m :¼ 21=20: Notice that the
intervals in the sequence fðan 	 r1ðanÞ=ð3mÞ; an þ r2ðanÞ=ð3mÞÞgn are pairwise

disjoint: if xAUan
-Uak

; then xAðan 	 rðanÞ=3; an þ rðanÞ=3Þ-ðak 	 rðakÞ=3; ak þ
rðakÞ=3Þ; since riðanÞ=mprðanÞ: Without loss of generality, we can assume that
anoak; therefore, x 	 anorðanÞ=3 and ak 	 xorðakÞ=3; and we deduce that ak 	
anorðanÞ=3þ rðakÞ=3; if we are in the case kon; we also have rðakÞ43rðanÞ=4 and
rðakÞoak 	 an; since aneUak

; and we conclude that rðakÞoak 	 anorðanÞ=3þ
rðakÞ=3; hence, rðakÞorðanÞ=2; which is a contradiction. The case k4n is similar.
Therefore, limn-N rðanÞ ¼ 0: If a ¼ an for some n; we have directly aA

S
n Uan

: If
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aAB\fangn; then there exists n with rðanþ1Þp3
4 rðaÞ; and this implies that

aAUa1,?,Uan
: Hence, BC

S
n Uan

:

In order to prove the second conclusion of the lemma, let us fix Uan
and ask

ourselves how many Uak
’s, with kon; intersect Uan

: Such Uak
’s can be classified into

two types: those verifying jan 	 akjp3mrðanÞ (type 1), and those verifying the reverse
inequality (type 2). Let us recall that rðakÞ43rðanÞ=4 for every kon:

We claim that the following is true.

Claim. There is at most one kon with Uak
-Uan

a|; jan 	 akj45
2
mrðanÞ and akoan:

The same is true if we change akoan by ak4an:

Assuming this claim to be true for the moment, we complete the proof. We define

now Vk :¼ ðak 	 1
4
rðanÞ; ak þ 1

4
rðanÞÞ if k is of type 1; and Vk :¼ ða�

k 	 1
4
rðanÞ; a�

k þ
1
4
rðanÞÞ if k is of type 2; where a�

k is the point between ak and an at distance 3mrðanÞ of
an:
We have that the sets Vk’s are pairwise disjoint: if k1 and k2 are both of type 1; this

is a consequence of jak1 	 ak2 jXminfrðak1Þ; rðak2Þg43
4
rðanÞ; if k1 and k2 are both of

type 2; this is a direct consequence of the claim; if k1 is of type 1 and k2 is of type 2;

the claim gives that jak1 	 a�
k2
jX1

2
mrðanÞ41

2
rðanÞ; and this implies that Vak1

and Vak2

are disjoint.
Now, notice that every Vk is contained in the interval centered in an with radius

ð3m þ 1
4
ÞrðanÞ: Since the radius of every Vk is

1
4
rðanÞ; there is at most 12m þ 1 such k’s;

in fact, there is at most 13 k’s with Uak
-Uan

a| and kon; since 12m þ 1o14:
Hence, fang can be distributed into 14 sequences fan1g; fan2g;y; fan14g such that

for each fixed j; fUanj
gnj

are pairwise disjoint.

Proof of Claim. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that there are k1; k2on with

Uaki
-Uan

a|; an 	 aki
45

2
mrðanÞ ( for i ¼ 1; 2) and ak1oak2oan: Since an 	

ak24
5
2mrðanÞ by hypothesis, ak2eUan

; if k1ok2; we also have that ak2eUak1
because

of the choice of ak2 and, consequently, Uak1
-Uan

¼ |; which is a contradiction. If

k14k2; we have that rðak2Þ43
4
rðak1Þ4 9

16
rðanÞ; if we denote by x the distance between

an and Uak2
; we also have mrðak2Þ þ x4an 	 ak24

5
2mrðanÞ; i.e.

21
20

rðak2Þ þ x421
8

rðanÞ: ð3:1Þ

In order to find a contradiction it is sufficient to see that

3
5
rðak2Þ þ xX21

20
rðanÞ; ð3:2Þ
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since this inequality implies successively (notice that 35 ¼ 2	 4
3m)

2rðak2Þ þ xX4
3
mrðak2Þ þ mrðanÞ;

2rðak2Þ þ x4mrðak1Þ þ mrðanÞ;

an 	 ak14mrðak1Þ þ mrðanÞ;

Uak1
-Uan

¼ |:

Notice that rðak2Þ4 9
16rðanÞ is equivalent to 3

5rðak2Þ þ 57
80rðanÞ421

20rðanÞ; if xX57
80rðanÞ;

this implies (3.2).

If xo57
80

rðanÞ; (3.1) guarantees 2120rðak2Þ þ 57
80

rðanÞ421
8

rðanÞ:
This inequality implies rðak2Þ451

28
rðanÞ47

4
rðanÞ; and this guarantees (3.2). &

The following theorem is an improvement of this lemma.

Theorem 3.1. Let B be a subset of R and M a positive number. For each aAB we are

given an open interval Ua :¼ ða 	 r1ðaÞ; a þ r2ðaÞÞ; with 0or1ðaÞ; r2ðaÞoM and

20=21pr1ðaÞ=r2ðaÞp21=20: Then, one can choose a sequence fangCB such that

BC
S

n Uan
; each Uan

intersects at most two Uam
’s, and no Uan

is contained in

another Uam
:

Proof. Let us denote by fangn any sequence of elements of B with the properties in

the statement of Lemma 3.1. Since fangn is countable, we can assume that no Uan
is

contained in another Uam
; if this is not so, we proceed to remove from the sequence

(in a sequential way) those elements whose neighborhood is contained in another
Uam

:
We consider the points in fangn such that Uan

intersects Ua1 : Notice that there is at
most 83 ¼ 1þ 2ð42	 1Þ points in fangn (including a1) with such a property, because
no Uan

is contained in another Uam
and Lemma 3.1. Let us denote by fan1 ;y; anr

g
these points (rp83). Then we can choose at most three nj1 ; nj2 ; nj3Cfn1;y; nrg; with
Uan1

,?,Uanr
¼ Uanj1

,Uanj2
,Uanj3

; and such that for any permutation fu; v;wg of
f1; 2; 3g; Uanju

is not contained in Uanjv
,Uanjw

: We denote by fa1ng the subsequence
obtained by deleting from fang the elements fan1 ;y; anr

g\fanj1
,anj2

,anj3
g: It is

clear that
S

n Uan
¼
S

n Ua1n and that the points in Ua1 are at most in two intervals of

fUa1ng (even though a1 does not belong to fa1ng any more).
Let us denote by k the lowest integer greater than 1 with akAfa1ng: The last process

can be repeated, with ak instead of a1; and fa1ng instead of fang; obtaining a
subsequence fa2ng such that

S
n Uan

¼
S

n Ua2n and the points in Ua1,Uak
are at most

in two intervals of fUa2ng:
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Iterating this process, we obtain subsequences fa1ng*fa2ng*fa3ng*?: Let us
denote by fang the intersection of such subsequences. We have that

S
n Uan

¼S
n Uan

and the points in this set are at most in two intervals of fUan
g: Besides, no

Uan
is contained in another Uam

: Hence, each Uan
intersects at most two Uam

’s.
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